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 INTRODUCTION 
 

Software testing plays a crucial role in the testing of 
application to ensure defect free application. Defects are 
deviation away from product specification .Reduction of 
defects and efficient methodology for coverage of test cases 
has been the research topic for discussion over years and still 
conclusive results are not obtained. The research questions 
include 
 

1. How to ensure with a methodology which assist 
verification to validation in guaranteeing sufficient 
coverage 

2. Automation of software testing reduces time and
cost and how to automate with model based testing

3. Which model can be taken for analysis and how the 
coverage is analyzed. 

 

The answer to the above approaches lies in the development 
of a model with components of having common interfaces, 
functionality, inputs and outputs with compatible environment 
from the requirements manual. The vast requirement manual 
can be composed into functionality and dependencies between 
components can be established. The output obtained is the 
Composable and the compatible model. 
a system design principle that deals with the inter
relationships of components. A highly composable system
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                             A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Model based testing is the current research trend in developing abstract model for modern 
application. Although many application is tested with different models, there is no concrete 
complete methodology from verification to validation in reduc
ensuring effectiveness in testing. This paper suggest a concrete approach in developing a 
complete model with two model  based approaches of petrinets and timed automata with 
automation and analysis of test coverage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

testing plays a crucial role in the testing of 
application to ensure defect free application. Defects are 
deviation away from product specification .Reduction of 
defects and efficient methodology for coverage of test cases 

iscussion over years and still 
conclusive results are not obtained. The research questions 

How to ensure with a methodology which assist 
verification to validation in guaranteeing sufficient 

Automation of software testing reduces time and 
cost and how to automate with model based testing 
Which model can be taken for analysis and how the 

The answer to the above approaches lies in the development 
of a model with components of having common interfaces, 

puts and outputs with compatible environment 
from the requirements manual. The vast requirement manual 
can be composed into functionality and dependencies between 
components can be established. The output obtained is the 

 Composability is 
principle that deals with the inter-

relationships of components. A highly composable system  

provides recombinant components that can be selected and 
assembled in various combinations to satisfy specific user 
requirements. In information systems, the essential features 
 

That make a component composable are that it be
 

 self-contained (modular
independently – note that it may cooperate with other 
components, but dependent components are 
replaceable 

 stateless: it treats each request as an independent 
transaction, unrelated to any previous 
request. Stateless is just one technique;
state and transactional
composable, but with greater difficulty.
 

It is widely believed that composable systems are 
more trustworthy than non-composable systems because it is 
easier to evaluate their individual parts
system behavioural properties can be checked by initiating a 
finite automation and Petrinets. Safety and liveness properties 
are checked. Model checking and testing are two areas with a 
similar goal: to verify that a system satisfies a property
[6]. Model-based testing (MBT) relies on models of a system 
under test and/or its environment to derive test cases for the 
system [7]. Though object oriented programs are helpful in
programming large systems, testing of 
much more effort and time [8].  Creating a finite Automation 
involves states and transition between states. Petri nets was 
developed from the work of Carl Adam Petri in 1962 who in 
his doctoral thesis ``Kommunikation mit Automaten,'' 
[Communication with automata], gave the theory of 
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Model based testing is the current research trend in developing abstract model for modern 
application. Although many application is tested with different models, there is no concrete 

rom verification to validation in reducing cost and time for 
effectiveness in testing. This paper suggest a concrete approach in developing a 

complete model with two model  based approaches of petrinets and timed automata with 

provides recombinant components that can be selected and 
assembled in various combinations to satisfy specific user 
requirements. In information systems, the essential features  

onent composable are that it be 

modular): it can be deployed 
note that it may cooperate with other 

components, but dependent components are 

it treats each request as an independent 
transaction, unrelated to any previous 

is just one technique; managed 
transactional systems can also be 

sable, but with greater difficulty. 

It is widely believed that composable systems are 
composable systems because it is 

e their individual parts [1]. A composable 
system behavioural properties can be checked by initiating a 
finite automation and Petrinets. Safety and liveness properties 
are checked. Model checking and testing are two areas with a 

t a system satisfies a property [5] 
based testing (MBT) relies on models of a system 

under test and/or its environment to derive test cases for the 
[7]. Though object oriented programs are helpful in 

programming large systems, testing of such systems requires 
[8].  Creating a finite Automation 

involves states and transition between states. Petri nets was 
developed from the work of Carl Adam Petri in 1962 who in 
his doctoral thesis ``Kommunikation mit Automaten,'' [3][4] 
[Communication with automata], gave the theory of 
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communication between asynchronous components of a 
computer system. His dissertation was a theoretical 
development of the basic concepts and was particularly 
concerned with relationships between events from where Petri 
nets were developed. Petrinets- a graphical and mathematical 
modeling tool. Petrinets are a promising tool for describing 
and studying information processing systems that are 
characterized as being concurrent, synchronous, distributed, 
parallel, deterministic and/or stochastic [9]. Finite state 
machines and petrinets are one among the various conceptual 
and computational models that have been widely used in 
analyzing diverse web service research areas [10]. Due to the 
high number and diversity of users, new testing approaches 
are necessary to reduce the occurrence of faults and ensure 
better quality in mobile applications [11]. Petrinets and Timed 
automata are constructed with automation and formal 
verification done to ensure all states are reachable in mobile 
safety application. Automatically generating effective test 
suites promises a significant impact on testing practice by 
promoting extensively tested software within reasonable 
effort and cost bounds [12]. Sequence diagram is generated 
from the automated model which generates test cases and 
ultimately the coverage of test cases.  
 

The test cases coverage illustrates petrinets gain edge over 
timed automata in a set of applications. Apart from 
introduction in Section I, the rest of the paper is organised as 
follows. Section 2 describes process for verification and 
validation and section 3 describes composable model and 
section 4 describes model with petrinets and timed Automata 
and section 5 describes results and conclusion. 
 

Process for Verification and validation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For effective testing process there needs to be a complete 
scenario which specifies the component to be composed from 
requirements manual and model being generated with 
automated tool and test sequences generated which are 
checked for test coverage as demonstrated in fig 1 
 

Composable Model for Mobile Safety Application  
 

Fig 2 represents a domain model with composable 
requirements with common inputs and interfaces and output 
from one composable node to another being grouped into the 
above models. The requirements can be done by grouping the 
requirements under each composable node which are critical 
to the working of software. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Models with Petrinets and Finite State Machine 
 

Generation of Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) 
EFSM  
 

is an extension of the original FSM. The expressiveness 
power of EFSM makes it capable of modeling system 
specification that include variables and operations based on 
variable values. In an FSM, the transition is associated with a 
set of inputs and a set of output functions, whereas in an 
EFSM model, the transition will be fired if the predicate 
conditions are all satisfied, moving the machine from the 
current state to the next state and performing the specified 
data operations. 
 

An EFSM is 5-tuple = (S, I, O, T, V), such that 
 

• S is a finite set of states, • I is a set of inputs symbols, • 
O is a set of output symbols, • T is a set of transitions, • V 
is a set of variables, and 
State changes: The transition t in the set T is a 6-tuple: 
t = T(st, ´ st, it, ot, Pt, At) where, 
• st is the current state,  
•´ st is the next state, 
 • it is the input,  
• ot is the output, 
 • Pt(~v) is predicates on the current variable values, and  
• At(~v) is the action on variable values. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3 represents the flow of states from S1 to state S2 on the 
input from the user interface screen of for giving input(1) and 
for not giving(0). From state S2 to S3 based on the input from 
the user interface to goes for mapping and then from S3 to S4 
on searching with the database. The transitions are from S1 to 
S3 on giving the input from the user interface screen to search 
for items in the database. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig 1 Process for effective testing model 
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Fig 2 A composable model 
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Fig 3 Extended finite State Machine for Mobile Application 
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Safety checking 
 

Safety checking can be done with reachability and livveness 
property based on the input given. If all states are reachable 
and live and it leads to an end state then that input is reachable 
and leading to an safe state otherwise it leads to an unsafe 
state. 
 

Model checking for Extended finite State Machine 
 

import net.s1.AbstractListener; 
import net.s1.Action; 
import net.s1.FsmModel; 
import net.s1.RandomTester; 
import net.s1.Tester; 
import net.s1.Transition; 
import net.s1.VerboseListener; 
import net.s1.coverage.CoverageMetric; 
import net.s1.coverage.TransitionCoverage; 
 
/** Simple example of a finite state machine (FSM) for 
testing. 
 */ 
public class FSM implements FsmModel 
{ 
  private int state = 0;  // 0..2 
 
  public FSM() 
  { 
    state = 0; 
  } 
  public String getState() 
  { 
    return String.valueOf(state); 
  } 
 
  public void reset(boolean testing) 
  { 
    state = 0; 
  } 
  public boolean action1Guard() { return state == 2; } 
  public @Action void action1() 
  { 
    //    System.out.println("action0: " + state + " --> 0"); 
    state = 0; 
  } 
  public boolean action1Guard() { return state == 2; } 
  public @Action void action1() 
  { 
    //    System.out.println("action1: " + state + " --> 1"); 
    state = 1; 
  } 
 
  public boolean action2Guard() { return state == 0; } 
  public @Action void action2() 
  { 
    //    System.out.println("action2: " + state + " --> 2"); 
    state = 2; 
  } 
 

  public boolean actionNoneGuard() { return state != 1; } 
  public @Action void actionNone() 
  { 
    // leave state the same. 

    //    System.out.println("actionNone: " + state + " --> " + 
state); 
  } 
  public static void main(String args[]) 
  { 
    // create our model and a test generation algorithm 
    Tester tester = new RandomTester(new FSM()); 
 

    // build the complete FSM graph for our model, just to 
ensure 
    // that we get accurate model coverage metrics. 
    tester.buildGraph(); 
 
    // set up our favourite coverage metric 
    CoverageMetric trCoverage = new TransitionCoverage(); 
    tester.addCoverageMetric(trCoverage); 
 

    // ask to print the generated tests 
    tester.addListener("v1", new 
V1Listener(tester.getModel())); 
 

    // generate a small test suite of 20 steps (covers 4/5 
transitions) 
    tester.generate(50); 
 

    tester.getModel().printMessage(trCoverage.getName() + " 
was " 
        + trCoverage.toString()); 
  } 
} 
 
Transition coverage 
 

done (0, actionNone, 0)  
done (0, action2, 2) 
done (2, action1, 1) 
done Forced reset(true) 
done (0, action2, 2) 
done (2, action0, 0) 
done (0, action2, 2) 
done (2, action0, 0) 
done (0, actionNone, 0) 
done (0, actionNone, 0) 
done (0, actionNone, 0) 
done (0, action2, 2) 
done (2, action0, 0) 
done Random reset(true) 
done (0, actionNone, 0) 
done (0, actionNone, 0) 
done (0, action2, 2) 
done (2, action0, 0) 
done (0, action2, 2) 
done Random reset(true) 
Transition Coverage was 4/5 

 

The source code generated for the above state transi 
tion diagram represents the complete test coverage details. 
 

Generation of Petrinet Model 
 

Petri net constitutes places and transitions; the places to which 
a transition ends called output places and the places from 
which a transition starts are called the inputs places to the 
transitions. Places may contain a number of marks, called 
tokens. The distribution of tokens over the places represents a 
configuration of the net called the marking. A Petri net may 
fire whenever there are sufficient number of tokens at each 
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the input places and, firing implies that these tokens 
consumed and one token is placed each of the output places. 
Petri nets can be nondeterministic, i.e., when multiple 
transitions are enabled simultaneously, any one of them may 
fire and a firing is atomic, i.e., a single non-interruptible 
event. Since the behaviour of firing is nondeterministic and 
there may be present multiple tokens anywhere in the Petri net 
or even in the same place so, Petri net is suited for modelling 
concurrent behaviour of distributed systems. To analyse the 
dynamic behaviour of a Petri net modelled systems in 
reference with states and state changes, each place may hold 
none or positive integral number of tokens. The condition 
associated with place is true or false is indicated by the 
presence or absence of a token at that place. A Petri net is 
formally defined[2]  as a 5-tuple N = (P, T, I, O, M0 ), where 
(1) P = {p 1 , p 2 , …, p m } is a finite set of places; (2) T = {t 
1 , t 2 , …, t n } is a finite set of transitions, P ∪ T ≠ ∅, and P 
∩ T = ∅; [4] (3) I: P × T → N is an input function that defines 
directed arcs from places to transitions, where N is a set of 
nonnegative integers;  (4) O: T × P → N is an output function 
that defines directed arcs from transitions to places; and (5) 
M0 : P → N is the initial marking.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UI-User Interface 
M1-Maps 
D1-Data Retrieval 
E1-Exceptions 
 

RESULTS 
 

Petrinets 
 

Time complexity = ∑��(�tt+Tpt) 
Where Ttt is the time for token transition 
          Tpt is the time for real transition 
Space complexity=∑Pi(Sst+Sss+Sst) 
 

Where Sst is the storage token for process tokens 
 Sss is the storage token for states and their details 
 Sst is the storage token for transition and their details 
Timed Automata 
 

Time complexity = ∑��(�tt) 
Where Ttt is the time for token transition 
Space Complexity=∑Pi(Sss+Sst) 
Where Sss is the storage token for states and their details 
 Sst is the storage token for transition and their details 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Although many models exist for model based testing, 
petrinets and timed automata are relevant to many modern 
applications and use of automated tools largely reduce the 
cost and time for testing. Test coverage being done on both 
model shows petrinets have an edge over timed automata in 
coverage of test cases. 
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